INDIAN POND
Greenwood Twp., Oxford Co.
U.S.G.S. Greenwood, Me. (7 1/2')

Fishes

- Brook trout
- Lake trout (togue)
- Splake
- Rainbow smelt
- Smallmouth bass
- Chain pickerel
- White sucker

stocks annually because there is very little natural reproduction.

Access is limited to small boats or canoes across private property. Anglers should respect the landowner's generosity by keeping the area clean. Indian Pond is closed to winter fishing but is open during summer season under general law regulations.

Physical Characteristics

Area - 68 acres
Surface - 70°F
Maximum depth - 62 feet
55 feet - 42°F

Principal fisheries: Brook trout, splake, rainbow smelt

Indian Pond was chemically reclaimed in September 1962 to eliminate competing species and permit more intensive management for brook trout. At that time a barrier dam was built on the outlet to prevent undesirable species from migrating into the pond. Since then, beavers have become established on the outlet and their dams have flooded the barrier dam and allowed certain species to enter the pond. Although these species compete intensively with the trout species, Indian Pond still produces an excellent fishery.

Splake, a cross between brook trout and lake trout, have been stocked at Indian Pond since 1988 and are producing excellent results. Brook trout are
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